SALES ASSOCIATE

Dollar General - Campbell, OH
Posted: 2/12/2020 - Expires: 3/30/2020

Job ID: 215835884

Job Description

Dollar General (NYSE: DG) is a Fortune 200 company with more than 14,500 retail locations in 44 states, 15 distribution centers and 130,000 employees that embody our mission of Serving Others each and every day. We work in an energetic atmosphere that embraces innovation, diversity and teamwork, all while keeping our customers and communities at the center of everything we do! At Dollar General, employees have numerous growth and development career opportunities through award-winning training and being part of one of America’s fastest-growing retailers. Apply today and let’s grow together!

GENERAL SUMMARY:
Both Full-Time and Part-Time positions available.

Act as the point of contact for customers. Assist in setting and maintaining plan-o-grams and programs. Stock merchandise adequately. Perform other duties as necessary to maximize profitability, customer satisfaction, and teamwork, while protecting company assets.

DUTIES and ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS:
Unload trucks. Follow company work processes to receive, open and unpack cartons and totes; store merchandise in stock room or move directly to sales floor. Build merchandise displays. Stock merchandise; rotate and face merchandise on shelves. Restock recovered merchandise. Assist customers by locating merchandise. Bail cardboard and take out trash; dust and mop store floors; clean restroom and stockroom. Comply with company policies and procedures. Greet customers. Operate cash register and flatbed scanner to itemize and total customer's purchase; bag merchandise. Collect payment from customer and make change. Assist with ordering merchandise using hand-held scanners, as needed. Clean front end of store and help set up sidewalk displays when necessary.

QUALIFICATIONS, KNOWLEDGE and SKILLS:
Effective interpersonal and oral communication skills. Understanding of safety policies and practices. Ability to read and follow plan-o-gram and merchandise presentation guidance. Knowledge of basic cash handling procedures. Basic mathematical skills. Ability to perform IBM cash register functions.

WORK EXPERIENCE and/or EDUCATION:
High school diploma or equivalent preferred. Relocation assistance is not available for this position.

COMPETITIVE WAGES BASED ON EXPERIENCE. GREAT BENEFITS!
Dollar General Corporation is an equal opportunity employer.

APPLICATION PROCESS:
Interested candidates may apply in-person by attending the hiring recruitment on Thursday (02/27/2020) from 10am – 12pm, and from 1pm – 5pm at 2896 McCartney Rd Youngstown, OH 44405 or online at careers.dollargeneral.com